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4 The sun is about 150 million km from the earth, and light travels at 300 000 km/s.

(a) Express these data in standard form.

(b) How long does it take, in minutes and seconds, for light to reach earth from the sun?

(c) How long would it take if light only travelled at 70mph? (1mile = 1.6km.)

5 (a) A light-year is the distance light travels in a year. Express this in km and in miles, in standard
form, to 3SF. (Take 1 year as 365 days, to allow for leap years.)

(b) The nearest star, Proxima Centauri, is about 4 light years away. A space shuttle, travelling at
its usual orbiting speed, would take 100 000 years to reach this star. Find the shuttle's speed in
km/s and in mph.

6 The masses of a proton and an electron are 1.673 × 10–27 and 9.110 × 10–31 kg.

(a) How many electrons have the same mass as one proton?

(b) How many protons would have a total mass of 1kg?

7 A display in the Science Museum informs us that if the atoms in your hand were scaled up to the size
of peas, then your hand would be big enough to hold the earth. Taking the earth as having diameter
12800 km, a pea's diameter as 4mm and a sphere that you can hold as having diameter 8cm,
calculate an estimate of the diameter of an atom, giving your answer in mm in standard form to 2SF.

8 Solve

(a) x –3 = 27 (b) (c) (d) .

9 A sum of £1000 is invested in a savings account and 6% is added to the account at the end of each
year; the interest is said to be compounded annually because the interest for the first year helps to
earn more interest in the second year, and so on.

(a) By what factor is the amount in the account multiplied each year?

(b) What is the amount after n years? Evaluate this for n = 10.

(c) What rate of interest would be needed to double the amount in 10 years?

(d) What rate would give 50% growth in 5 years?
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Indices and standard form

1 Given a = 10–2, b = 106, c = 103, find without using a calculator,

2 Redo no.1 with a = 104, b = 10–6, c = 10–3.

3 You are given the following approximations to certain physical constants: N = 6 × 1023, c = 3 × 108,
m = 9 × 10–31, e = 1.6 × 10–19 and h = 10–34. Find in standard form, without calculator:
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Log on and go into Omnigraph.

1 (a) Draw y = x 2, using <Alt > 2 to type the index 2; then draw y = x 2 + 1 and y = x 2 – 4. Sketch the
three graphs in your book, and say what transformation is needed to transform y = x 2 into each
of the other two graphs. Check your answers by using the mouse to select the equation y = x 2,
then typing <Alt > T for Transformation, (or click on this in the menu bar) then T for
Translation, then give values for a and b in the vector that describes the translation.

(b) If the graph of y = f (x) is translated up b units, what is the new equation?

2 (a) How do you think y = (x + 3)2 would be related to y = x 2? Check by drawing the new graph.
Repeat with y = (x – 4)2. Add these to your sketch, and write down the transformations needed
to obtain them from y = x2. Test your transformations.

(b) If the graph of y = f (x) is translated a units to the right, what is the new equation?

3 (a) Clear the screen using <Ctrl > <Delete > repeatedly, redraw y = x 2, then apply a translation

–4i – 3j, i.e. , or 4 units left, 3 units down. Sketch the result, write down the equation of the 

new graph and check by using the computer to draw the graph.

Repeat with translations

(b) 3i + j (d) one of your choice.

(c) 2i – j (e) If the graph of y = f (x) is translated by a i + b j what is the new equation?

4 If you are given the graph of y = x 2, how should you translate it to produce graphs of

(a) y = (x + 3)2 + 2 (c) y = (x + 1)2 – 4?

(b) y = (x – 4)2 – 3 Check your answers.

5 (a) Clear the screen, choose Custom from the menu bar, then Custom, then click on
degrees as the unit for angles. Type y = sinx, then choose Zoom from the menu bar, click
on Rescale and set the x scale from –500 to 500, the y scale from –4 to 4. Choose
Transformation, then Stretch. Give the equation of the stretch invariant
line (the line that won't move) as y = 0. This is the x-axis, so that the stretch will be in the y
direction. Then set the scale factor to 3. Sketch the two graphs. What is the equation of
the transformed graph? Write it down, and check by typing it in.

Repeat with scale factors

(b) 0.8 (c) –2.

(d) If the graph of y = f (x ) is stretched in the y direction with factor k, what is the equation of the
stretched graph?

6 Repeat no.5, but do the stretches with the stretch invariant line being x = 0, so that the stretches are
in the horizontal direction. Use stretch factors

(a)

(b) 2, and in each case write down the equation of the new graph and check by typing it.

(c) Experiment with other factors. If the factor is k, what is the new equation?

7 (a) Clear the screen, type y = sinx, then apply successively a stretch with factor in the x direction
and a stretch with factor 1.5 in the y direction. (To do this, apply the first stretch, then highlight
with the mouse the words stretch line x = 0 factor at the bottom left of the screen
before doing the second stretch.) Write the new equation and check.
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Transforming graphs with Omnigraph
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